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AGO Litigation

• AGO initially filed two lawsuits against opioid 
manufacturers
– State v. Insys (May 30, 2018)
• Maker of fentanyl spray that paid kickbacks to prescribers
• Filed for bankruptcy in June 2019; plan confirmed Jan. 2020
• Summary of allegations



State v. Insys (evidence)



AGO Litigation

• AGO initially filed two lawsuits against opioid 
manufacturers
– State v. Purdue Pharma (July 2, 2018)
• OxyContin manufacturer that misled public about opioid risks
• Amended suit in May 2019 to add the Sacklers as defendants
• Purdue filed for bankruptcy in Sept. 2019
• Summary of allegations



State v. Purdue (evidence)



AGO Settlements

• Settlements with opioid companies
– Insys
– McKinsey & Company
– Purdue Pharma
– Distributors (AmerisourceBergen, McKesson, Cardinal)
– Johnson & Johnson
– Mallinckrodt



Opioid Fund

• Typically, unless paid out as restitution to 
harmed victims, funds recovered by the AGO 
must go into state general fund



Opioid Fund

• HF 400 created an exception that allowed 
AGO opioid recoveries to be deposited within 
special opioid fund
– Updated this year to broaden scope to all opioid-

related recoveries



McKinsey & Company 
Settlement

• Marketing consultant that worked for Purdue 
Pharma and other opioid makers

• $573 million national settlement; $7.98 million 
received by Minnesota
– $6.6 million already paid
– Annual payments of $341,668.30 over the next 

four years
• This money will be placed into the state’s 

opiate epidemic response fund for use by 
OERAC



Purdue Pharma Bankruptcy

• Purdue filed bankruptcy in Sept. 2019
– Before filing, offered states a deal of company 

assets + $3 billion payment by the Sackler family
–Minnesota and 24 other states refused and fought 

for more in bankruptcy
• In bankruptcy, states sought information from 

Purdue and the Sacklers and continued 
negotiations
– State court litigation was put on hold



Purdue Pharma Bankruptcy
Resolution

• Minnesota announced a settlement on July 8, 2021
– Still subject to voting and confirmation

• Main component is extremely robust document disclosure
– Company will disclose tens of millions of documents, 

including hundreds of thousands of privileged documents
• Payments

– Minnesota’s share of national payments is about 1.3%
– Sacklers are paying the states $4.325 billion over 9/10 years

• Minnesota’s share is about $56 million
– Minnesota will receive share of Purdue’s assets through 2025

• Injunctions
– Sacklers will not manufacture or sell opioids
– Purdue’s post-bankruptcy operation will be subject to strict 

conditions and oversight 



Purdue Pharma Bankruptcy
Default* Abatement Framework Concepts

• Statewide + regional spending model
• Block grants to large political subdivisions
• Funds must be used for abatement
• Within approved uses
• Monitoring requirements

• Gives flexibility for states to craft state-specific 
abatement plan alongside local governments

• Importance of input and representation from local 
governments

*States can agree to an alternative framework via agreement between state and its subdivisions.



Distributors + J&J Settlement
Distributors Publicly Announced Framework

• $21 billion total available (assuming 100% national participation) over 18 years 
• Timing

• Annual payments distributed over 18 years 
• Default* intrastate allocation structure splits payment into three “buckets”

1. 15%: State fund for remediation (AGO will put into opioid fund) 
2. 70%: Common abatement fund (MN opioid fund)
3. 15%: Subdivision fund to be spent on opioid remediation unless otherwise directed

• Subdivisions must “opt in” to settlement to receive direct benefits 
• Structure of financial terms

– Base/Bonus payments and moratorium/offsets
• Injunctive relief

– Anti-diversion controls and monitoring
• Contingencies

– Deal requires critical mass of support to go forward (TBD)
– States have 30 days to join; local governments will have 120 days to join after that 

(likely cutoff date of January 2, 2022)

*Funds distributed within each state according to state law or agreement between state and its subdivisions



Distributors + J&J Settlement
Johnson & Johnson Publicly Announced Framework

• $5 billion total available (assuming 100% national participation) over 9 years
– Deductions for outstanding litigation risk and attorney fees and costs 

• Timing
• Annual payments distributed over 9 years, with $3.7 billion paid in first 3 years  

• Same default intrastate allocation structure 
• Structure of financial terms

– Base/Bonus payments similar to distributors
• Injunctive relief

– Ban on manufacturing, selling, and promoting opioids
• Contingencies (same as distributor deal)

– Like distributors, deal requires critical mass of support to go forward (TBD)
– States have 30 days to join; local governments will have 120 days to join after that 

(likely cutoff date of January 2, 2022)



Mallinckrodt Bankruptcy

• Another large opioid manufacturer investigated by 
the AGO

• Filed for bankruptcy in Oct. 2020
• States entered bankruptcy with settlement requiring 

Mallinckrodt to fund a $1.6 billion opioid trust
– Still subject to court approval

• *MN AGO is leading the effort on Mallinckrodt’s 
document disclosure
– Company turned over documents to AGO on July 12; will 

be published by UCSF and Johns Hopkins opioid archive 
in the future



AGO Litigation and Investigations

• Other investigations and negotiations are 
ongoing, and may result in additional 
settlements that recover money for the opioid 
fund



Participation by Local Governments

• Counties are essential to these settlements
– Full participation will maximize available funds
– We want to work directly with local officials to ensure 

Minnesota gets the most money possible

• Counties benefit directly from the state’s opioid fund
– 50% of OERAC funds flow to counties for social services
– Local governments can also apply for OERAC grants

• AGO wants to figure out a plan that works for all of 
Minnesota
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